
AWNING 
LOVE



Awnings from HELLA are manufactured to a high stand-
ard down to the last detail and create space for relaxed 
outdoor living with intelligent features. The HELLA awn-
ing range features elegant designs, a diverse fabric col-
lection and, depending on the model, smart accessories 
such as light and heat sources, light sensors, tilt angle 
adjustment and digital control.
HELLA awnings appear light and floating, almost as if 
they were weightless. Nevertheless they are considered 
to be one of the most stable solutions on the market. 

FOR EACH 
TYPE, THE ONE

Slim, well-designed constructions that can be installed 
in a space-saving and flexible way, hide the latest tech-
nology. Functional textiles of the latest generation absorb 
heat, reflect sun rays, are weather resistant, tearproof 
and permeable to air.
Mediterranean ease, alpine solidity, urban style, fancy 
or linear – the awning becomes a statement that em-
phasises the architecture and expands the built space 
functionally and aesthetically.

For more information,  
visit us at www.hella.info



CASSETTE  
AWNINGS
HELLA cassette awnings are protected from the weather 
when retracted. With elegant shapes and a wide range of 
fabrics, the PAN, C2 and CLEO models blend seamlessly 
into the architecture. The awnings can be driven by crank 
or motor and equipped with radio control.

PAN 7040
is an elegant and extravagant awning that retracts 
upwards and thus disappears completely into a box 
mounted in portrait format. For purist architectural con-
cepts and special design requirements, the PAN 7040 is 
the tailor-made sun protection.

C2
Characteristic of this awning is its elegant, flat box in 
which the fabric and technology are completely stowed 
away. The C2 impresses with a functional and uncompro-
misingly modern design, can be coupled modularly and is 
therefore ideal for large shaded areas. 

CLEO
The slim, nicely shaped construction, whose oval cassette 
enables a space saving installation, seems to hover, when 
it is nearly weightlessly opened or closed. The lightweight 
construction and many mounting options make the CLEO 
flexible to use. 

OPEN AND  
HALF-OPEN
The VIVA and AREIA models round off the range. They 
are used wherever roof overhangs or balconies are used 
as weather protection or only a simple cover is required. 
Like all HELLA awnings, the elegant shade dispensers are 
made to measure and can be driven by crank or motor. 

VIVA
The VIVA plus and VIVA super awnings 
with many functions

AREIA
The all-round awnings AREIA 7040 and 6030  
with superior technology

LED lighting
The awning lighting is optionally available for the  
AREIA 7040, VIVA, CLEO 7040 and PAN 7040 awnings. 
Integrated at the bottom of the folding arms, warm-white 
ambient light illuminates the place below the awning. 

Infrared radiant heater
With the infrared radiant heater in white or black, you can 
enjoy the outdoor living space in a relaxed way even in 
the transitional period!

Varioplus roller blind
Integrated in the front profile, as additional sun and pri-
vacy protection, can be lowered up to 2500 mm depend-
ing on awning, drive and fabric selection; Available for 
AREIA 7040, CLEO 7040, VIVA plus, VIVA super and C2.

EQUIPMENT
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